
Charleston Ledge Stone A beautiful mix 
of soft browns with accents of cinnamon 
and gray.

Huntington Ledge Stone A combination 
of warmer golden browns and grays.

Meridian Ledge Stone Rich browns, soft 
grays, hints of burgundy, with accents of 
gold tones.

Aspen Ledge Stone 
and dark rich grays, soft browns, hints of 
burgundy, with accents of gold tones. 

Horizon Dry Stack Characterized by rich 
browns, hints of gray, with accents 
of golden tones. 

Reveal Dry Stack A balance of light and 
dark grays, soft browns, hints of burgundy, 
with accents of gold tones.

Giles Dry Stack 
rich grays, soft browns, hints of burgundy, 
with accents of gold tones. 

Blue Stone Canyon Stone A balance of 
light grays, hints of cinnamon, and accents 
of golden tones. 

Indian  Creek Canyon Stone A mix 
of muted browns and beige, with accents 
of cinnamon and gray. 

Flat Stone Panel Dimensions
5” x 20” and approximately

2” to 2 ½” thick

Engineered to be quick and easy to install and 
constructed for durability, MSI is a great choice for 
consumers and contractors. The do-it-yourself 
homeowner will embrace the ease of installation, 

stone, as well as this simple method of application.

 Installs with screws on any substrate and in any weather.
 No footings, angle iron or support system required.
 No skilled mason required.
 Able to be cut with any saw using a masonry blade.
 Trim systems available that complete projects.
 Built-in air and weep system designed to eliminate water 

and cracking problems inherent in traditional stone 
installation.

 Commercial and Residential / Interior and Exterior .
 40 Year Warranty.

PATENTED LOCKING RAIL SYSTEM
MSI’s “Stack and Fasten” technology utilizes a patented 
rail system that locks the stones together as you install. 
Just “Stack and Fasten” with screws.

P-SERIES | It’s Not Just A Stone. It’s a Stone System.

MSI P-Series starts with the STARTER 
STRIP.
horizontal line, the starter strip locks the 

The natural beauty and elegance of stone is undeniable. Now you can have the look without the hassle.  
M-Rock’s MSI P-Series is a panelized stone veneer system that installs with screws. 
Designed to be the most realistic stone on the market today.

Meridian Ledge Stone shown here in actual size. 

CORNERS ARE A 2 PIECE SYSTEM
Each corner set consists of a long and a short end that work 

ends as you work your way up the wall.

The engineering of this 2 Piece Corner System allows for 

integrity of the stone. This reduces cracking at the corners.

Corner Dimensions:
and approximately 2” to 2 ½” in thickness.

Installs with SCREWS

Post Trim Shown

AVAILABLE FOR FOLLOWING 
POST SIZES:

Build-out required for 4”x4”

Brown Pyramid Post Cap
and Horizon Dry Stack

shown here. 

Take an ordinary post and turn it into . . . . a beautiful stone column
An easy way to create a beautiful stone column. We elegantly 
combine elements of the MSI P-Series ledge and dry stack stone 

Post and Column Surrounds are engineered to be installed right 
out of the box in just a few simple steps. 

Simply attach stone A onto your post followed in sequence by 
stones B, C, and D with only one screw each. Then stack and 
repeat each additional row. Attach a Pyramid Post Cap to the top 

Post and Column Surrounds

A B

CD

7  Piece Fireplace Trim Kit
Installs with Screws

used if installing MSI P-Series Stone on your 

• 2 Base Blocks
• 2 Columns
• 2 Headers

MSI P-Series Corners

2 Header Stones

2 Columns

2 Base 
Blocks

MSI P-Series 
Flats

 
Brown Fireplace Trim Kit and Hearth Stones shown.

Keystone

Available in MSI:
Charleston Ledge
Huntington Ledge
Aspen Ledge
Meridian Ledge

Horizon Dry Stack

Matching corner
mates are what 
makes this so easy

M-ROCK’S PYRAMID POST CAP is designed with a 2” 
to conceal the top of your last row of stone. Its Pyramid design is for 
both look and functionality!  

system. 

M-ROCK’S POST TRIM 

2 piece set. 

Out of the box, ready 
to go. Complete your 
project in hours, not 
days.

Long sideShort side

Hearth and Cap Stones

Installs with SCREWS

TRADITIONAL STONE  | The Natural Beauty of Stone. Elegant. Durable. Affordable.

Appalachain Ledge Stone 
Rich brown and cinnamon tones highlighted 
with touches of gray.

Ridge Ledge Stone 
Rich gray tones accented with subtle 
browns and cinnamon.

Rocky Mountain Dry Stack 
Rich brown tones accented with subtle 
gray tones.

Cottage Cobble 
Rustic brown tones accented with subtle 
gray and cinnamon.

Classic Cobble 
Characterized by warm gray tones with a 
subtle blend of earthy browns. 

Back Country Dry Stack 
Rich gray tones with an assortment of 
browns and rusts. 

Woodland Field Stone 

with gray and gold

Mountain Top Field Stone   
Characterized by rich gray tones with 
an assortment of earthy browns.

Clearwater River Stone 
Characterized by warm gray tones with a 
subtle blend of earthy browns.

Cascade River Stone 
Dominated by warm earthy brown tones 
with accents of gray.

Alleghany Colonial Cobble Stone 
Characterized by rich brown tones 
accented with subtle gray tones

Cumberland Colonial Cobble Stone 
Characterized by cool gray tones accented 
with subtle cinnamon tones.

Fortress Castle Stone 
 

accented with subtle browns.

Brookshire Castle Stone 
Characterized by soft brown tones  
accented with subtle gray tones.

York Greenbrier Cobble Stone 
Characterized by soft gray tones with an 
assortment of rusty browns.

Savannah Greenbrier Cobble Stone 

highlighted with touches of gray.

Frontier Easy Stack Stone  
Characterized by gray tones with an  
assortment of browns.  

Pioneer Easy Stack Stone  
Characterized by muted brown tones 
accented with subtle gray. 

Bring the American landscape to your home with our line of traditional mortared stones. Available in these 18 styles and colors.

RAILING AND STONE ARE ONE-PIECE

PATENTED LOCKING RAIL SYSTEM: MSI’s “Stack and Fasten” 
technology utilizes a patented, built-in, one-piece rail system that 
locks the stones together as you install. 

You simply stack and attach with screws, staggering each panel 



Engineered to Outperform Standard Brick
M-Rock has done it again with the creation of M-Brick.  

The beauty and durability of brick done 
the M-Rock way. 

M-Brick is the most versatile, best engineered brick on the market  
today. Designed to outperform traditional brick in almost every 
aspect. 

Engineered to install quickly and easily with no need for brick foundations 

Built on a rail system that creates a
perfect grout line, 

CORNER BRICKS

The corners are a one-piece L shape that 

I-SERIES | Simply goes up. Stays up. And performs.

Finish your project with M-Rock’s 
Advanced Designed M-GROUT
Engineered for:

• Flexibility, allowing for          

  without cracking.
• Durability, to withstand years  

• Workability
  for easy application.

required for a traditional brick product.
• Thin, strong and easy to handle and install.
• Installs on almost any substrate and in any weather.
• No footings, angle iron or support system required.
• Air weep space built in.
• No skilled mason required.

• For interior and exterior applications.

Transform any home into a brick home.     
New construction, remodel, interior, exterior.

Harmony M-Brick shown here in actual size. 

Perfect for the do-it-yourselfer

Installs with SCREWS

The Same Look and Feel as Real Stone

It’s easy to install M-Rock’s NEW I-Series quality stone veneer. Just stack it and screw it into the wall 
and in no time at all you will feel like a pro. Strong, durable, and lasts a lifetime.

It couldn’t be easier
Simply stack each stone on top of the other and 
screw them to almost any substrate. You can also 
staple, drywall anchor, mastic, or construction 

McKinley Brown shown

Zion Gray Ledge Stone is comprised of 

and a few soft browns added in.

McKinley Brown Ledge Stone has a 

sable, cream and cinnamon. 

Olympic Dry Stack Stone
warm brown sugar, cinnamon, gray and
creamy coffee tones.

Serenity M-Brick A beautiful rusty red with 
rough texture that resembles that of old 

irregular edges.

Solitude M-Brick A softer, slightly pink 

a rough texture and lines. 

Harmony M-Brick  A traditional style brick 
in a reddish brown tone and darker grays 
mixed in. The brick has sharper edges, a 
cleaner face and a normal size.

Installs with SCREWS

Zion Gray shown 

NEW I-Series is made up of Individually colored stones 
that will last the test of time.

 and 100% money back guarantee.

Solitude M-Brick shown

Serenity M-Brick Corners shown

Solitude M-Brick Shown

THE INDUSTRY LEADER IN STONE INNOVATIONS

866.896.7625  |  304.753.5800
m-rock@m-rockstone.com

www.m-rockstone.com

MSI Receptacle Stones

 
A 2”x20” trim piece that can be used 
in many different ways, depending on your 

area, to trim around windows and doors, or to butt the stone 

Chiseled Trim 

used in many different ways from a drip edge, to topping 

Accessories

Chiseled Top Sill 
Can be used to butt one 

material up to the stone. It’s an 
excellent way to dress up your project. 

Winged Key Stone

Vertical Lean Soldier Stone
Diamond Key Stone
4”x9”x2” Right and left lean.

Made with pride 
In West Virginia USA

“Cutting edge technology, quality          
engineering, innovation, and continuous 

research and development.” 

That’s How We Rock
M-Rock Stone Manufacturing is a pioneer in the stone industry. 

Pulling from the natural beauty of the American landscape, M-Rock 
creates products that are multi-functional and esthetically superior. 

M-Rock is proudly manufactured in the USA and can be purchased 

Our doors are open to all who want to rock their worlds!

Traditional Mortared Stone

MSI P-Series Stone

M-Rock’s M-BRICK

MSI I-Series Stone

Panelized stone system that installs with screws

2 Piece Corner System
I-Series Corners work as a 2-piece system

compromising the integrity of the stone. 
Corner Stones always butt up to a Flat Stone
Example: Two 1.5 inch Corner Stones can butt up to a 3 
inch Flat Stone. Next row you lay would be opposite.

Savannah Greenbrier Cobble Stone - Traditional Stone

Back Country Dry Stack - Traditional Stone

Aspen Ledge Stone - MSI P-Series

Appalachian Ledge Stone - Traditional Stone 

Cumberland Colonial  Cobble Stone - Traditional

Cottage Cobble Stone - Traditional Stone 

Custom Blends of Ledge Stone - Traditional Stone

industry leader. We take pride in not being a commodity and 

from the competition. 

why M-Rock is leading the way to setting the stone industry’s 
standard.

What We’re Made Of

from Portland cement and aggregate with iron oxide 
pigments for coloration which will not rot, rust, or burn. 

Stone is tough, beautiful, natural looking and will last a 
lifetime. In addition, it comes with a 40 year warranty making 

Residential and Commercial Applications
From the smallest DIY project at home to the largest, most 
complex commercial building, M-Rock Stone and Brick 

M-Rock Stone reduces the amount of natural stone           

at half the weight, M-Rock Stone considerably reduces 
installation time and costs, as well as shipping weights.

MAINTENANCE FREE
M-Rock Stone requires little to no maintenance for the life of 

Rocky Mountain Dry Stack Stone 

Quick and easy installation 
using the built in clip and 
stone locking channel.

Engineered with Air and Weep 
System built right in 

Built-in Rail System


